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CLASS GROUPS OF GROUP RINGS WHOSE COEFFICIENTS

ARE ALGEBRAIC INTEGERS

By

Yumiko Hironaka-Kobayashi

Let R be the ring of integers of an algebraic number fieldk. Let A be an

i?-order in a finitedimensional semisimple ^-algebra A. We mean by the class

group of A the class group defined by using locally free left yl-moduies and

denote it by C{A). We define D(A) to be the kernel of the natural subjection

C(A)->C(Q), where Q is a maximal i?-order in A containing A, and denote by

d{A) the order of D(A). C(Q) is isomorphic to a (narrow) ideal class group of

the center of A, which is a product of the ideal class groups of algebraic num-

ber fields with modulus some real infiniteprimes. Hence, in a sense, we may

concentrate on D(A).

Let G be a finitegroup and let RG be the group ring of G with coefficients

in R. Then RG can be regarded as an i?-order in the semisimple ^-algebra

kG. We define T{RG) to be the kernel of the natural surjection C{RG)^>

G{R)RC{RG/{IG)), where 2G=?,g^RG, and denote by t(RG) the order of
geff

T(RG). Then T(RG) = Ker (D(RG)^D{RG/(2G))). Throughout this paper, Cn

denotes the cyclic group of order n and p stands for a rational prime.

Much investigation has been done on D(ZG) and T(ZG) (cf.[8]), but the

results seem to depend on the speciality of Z.

The purpose of this paper is to study D(RG) for the case where R^Z. In

§1 we give some basic results on D{RG) and T(RG). In §2~§4 we assume

that R is the ring of integers in a quadratic field. We firstgive some results

on D(RC e),and next examine the structure of D(RCP).

The author wishes to express her gratitude to Prof. S. Endo for the generous

contribution of his time and advice, in fact, some part of this manuscript has

been collabolated by those persons.

For a ring S, U(S) denotes its unit group. For an abelian group A and a

positive integer q, Acq:>denotes the o-part of A and i(r) denotes the maximal
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subgroup of A whose order is coprime to q. In the case where G=Cn, we

denote Sn Instead of SG. Let k be an algebraic number fieldand let R be the

ring of integers of k. Let Rn(X) be the cyclotomic polynomial of degree n.

Write i?[.Y]/(#n(Z)) = i?Kn] (resp. k[_X~]/(@n(X))= k£t,n})where £n denotes the

class of X in i?[Z]/(#B(Z)) (resp. /e[X]/(#n(yY))).

Proposition 1.1. d(RCpe)= ＼T(RCP)CP>)＼e-pfcn-n diRK^) for some integer

f(e)^0.

Proof. Let g>l. From the oullback diasrams

RCP s*R Kpl

RCpe (R/pR)Cpe

1

R

I

*-R/pR,

we have an exact sequence

0 ―> K ―> D(RCpe+1) ―* D(RCpe)(&D(RKpe+1-]) ―> 0

and a commutative diagram with exact rows

U(RCpeWU(RU:pe+iJ) ^U((R/pR)Cpe) ^K~―~^Q
V V I

I7(I?)0C/(^[Q) s- U(R/pR) * T(RCP) -* 0

where the vertical maps are induced by the norm maps. Since ip is bijective

on the />'-partsand Coker <p'is a /)~group,we see that Kip"J^T{RCpy-p':>. Hence,

by induction on e, we have the equality as desired.

Corollary 1.2. Suppose that p is unramified in R. Then

1) D{RCP) (=T(/?CP)) is a p'-group.

ii) // d(RCp)=l, then D(RP) is a p-group for every p-group P.

Proof, i) Since p Is unramified in R, U(R/pR) is a //-group and /?[£*]

is a Dedekind domain for every figl. The assertion follows from these facts.

ii)If d(RCp)=l, then D(RCpe) is a £-group by (1.1). Then, by the induction

theorem of Artin ([1,§1]), we see that D(RP) is a />-group for every £-group P.

Proposition 1.3. i) T(RCn)= RT(RCnep) where pep＼＼nfor each p＼n.
p＼n p

ii) There is an exact sequence

0 ―> Pe ―> T(i?C e)― TCflC,) ―* 0,
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where Pe is a p-group whose exponent divides pe~x{resp. pe) if p is unramified

in R {resp. ramified in R).

iil) Let G be a finite group of order n. If p＼t{RG), then p＼n or p＼t{RCq)

for some prime factor a of n.

Proof, i) Let 3l~R($)JM be a maximal i?-order in kCn = kQ)kCn/(In) con-

taining RCn. By ([2, Theorem 1]), we have

HU(3lp)

D(RC )= ―n
U{.3t)HU{RPCn) '

p＼n

where 3lp=Zp(^M and Rp = Zp(S) R. Since Rp can be embedded in Mp, the
z z

map U{3ip) ―U{Rp)xU{3lp)-^U{3lv); (x, y)^>yx~＼induces an isomorphism

n u(3tp)

Pi(t?r ＼^―
pln

U{M) n u(RpCn)
pin

where w(i?pCB)= {jc|(1,x) zU(RpCn)c+U(Rp)xU(RpCn/(2n))}. On the other hand,

we have

IIU{MP)

Hence we e-et

T(RCn) =

For each p＼n, let ep

RpCpeP/(ZpePm 0, Rfv

* r r &＼n VeV F P
d4l

see that

T(RCn)=n

umnu(Rpcn/an))

iv p^n/ ＼-"n) ―

UiOtMRpCp)

U{31) n u{RvCn)

be the integer such that pep＼＼n. Since

ePKdD
and RpCn = R Cpep@{ 0e R C epKi]), we

v p d＼n/pep l p

U(Mp))n(RpCpep)

,))

where JM(p) Is a maximal i?-order in kCp/{£p6p) containing RCpep/(S ep). This

shows that T(RCn)~ c T(RCep).
Pin p

ii) Let Ot be the maximal i?-order in k[£pi~]containing R＼Z,pi~],l^i^e.

e
Then Jd=ROi is a maximal i?-order in kCpe/(Spe) containing RCpe/(2pe), and

we hnvp

nRC*')=-l!^ulRCe)
' Snd

nRC^
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The natural surjectlon Cpe-*Cpe/Cpe-i = Cp Induces the surjection T(RCpe)->

T(RCP); (x, y)->x where {x, y )<eU(Ou pR(ROiiP)). Set Pe=Ker (T(RC pe)-+

T(RCP)). Each aePe Is represented by an element (x, y)<=U(RpCpe/(2pe)) such

pe-2
that x = uv for some uef/(0i) and (1, v)(eU(,RpCp). Let f(d)= 2 bidi= (x, y)

i=0

eU(R Cve/(I e)),where bi^Rp and a denotes the Image of a generator a of

Cpe in RpCpe/(Zpe), and let f(a)=P'2bloieRpCpe. Then x = /(CP)=J] bt= uv

pe-2
= u (mod(Cp―l)Ci,P), and so we see that /(I)― Yjbi^U(Rv). Hence /(<r)e

U(RpCpe). Then a = U7yT=(/(l), /(D), because (x^fd), y-'f(l))^u{RpCpe).

Thus we know that

Pe^N =
iPs

= (x, x)<=T(RCpe)
x^U(Rp), x = u (mod (Cp―1)01,*)]

for some u^U(Oi) J

It is easily verified that

(*) P'Rep'-KZp-DRLCplQP'-^p-DRU:^!R - R&p-l)RU:p,lQRCpt.

Let px^N and x = u (mod (CP―1)01>p),uet/(Oi). If />is unramified in i?, then

0<=/?Kpi] and u-^el+CCp-DOi.p, and hence (M-W^el+CCp-D/^d.p.

By force of(*),we know that pf'1=l in T{RCpe). Thus we see that expTOI/)'-1.

Even if p is ramified in R, (u"1x)pel+(CP―l)i?P[CP], and so we have exp(Pe)|/>e,

iii) By the induction theorem of Artin ([1, §1]), we have that T(RGynr)

= J}T(RC)<-n'＼ where C ranges over all cyclic subgroups of G. The result
o

follows from i) and ii).

Remark 1.4. By force of (*) above, if p is unramified in R, we can see

that the exponent of D(RCpeYp^ divides pe~K Further assume that R is the

ring of integers of a real algebraic number field k and p^5. Then

exp(D(RCpeyv)=pe-＼

In fact, let t denote the endomorphism of RCpe induced by a<-^a~1,where

Cpg=<≫. Then D(RCpe) can be regarded as a <r>-module. For every <r>-

module M, we put M"={meM|mT=m"1}. Let V be the kernel of the natural

surjection D(RCpe+1Yp:>-^D(RCpeYp:i. Then, along the almost same line as in

([4]), we can show that V~s c (Z/paZ)v≪, where va=(l/2)[fe : QKp-lFp'-"-1
a-l

for a<e and ve=(l/2)[_k: Q](p ―l)―g, g is the number of prime ideals in R

over p.

Proposition 1.5. Suppose that p is unramified in R. Then
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D(RCpeyp'> = D(RCp)e (direct sum).

e
Proof. Let C*i=i?[Cpil ISi^e. Then Ot is a Dedekind domain and (J)<?<

is a maximal i?-order in kCpe/{Ipe) containing RCpe/(2pe), and the product pi

of all prime ideals over p in Ot equals (1―£pi),l^i^e. Hence we get

D(RCpe) = UU(pi.p)/flU(Oi)u(RpCe)
i=l / i=l * v

=
r ≪ U(R/pR)

x t=i

where <pt is induced by the natural surjection Oi-*Oi/pi = R/pR and U＼Oi)=

Ker (pi―Uipi)r＼{l+PiOi,v). Then it is easily seen that the former factor isiso-

morphic to D{RCpBYp'＼ On the other hand, ＼D(RCpeY*">I =d(RCv)e by (1.1)and

(1.2),and so we have

U(R/pR)/<Pi(U(Oi))=D(RCp), l^i£e.

Thus we comolete the oroof.

Hereafter, let k denote QWm), a quadratic field,where m is a square-free

integer, and R be the ring of integers of k. We write wm = ＼/m (resp. -s/in-＼-l/2)

if w^l (mod 4) (resp. m = l (mod 4)).

Let Oi be the maximal i?-order in k[_C,{] and pi be the product of all the

orime ideals over t>in d. l<i<e. Then

D(RCp e)=IlU(O i,p)/flU(oiMRCJ

s[
^ u(pj/pt)_-＼l n(i+PiO≪,P)

where (pt: U(0i)-*U(0i/pi) is the natural map and U＼Oi)=Ker<pt, lfgz^e. It is

easily seen that the latter factor is isomorphic to D(RCveYp:i.

Proposition 2.1. Let p be unramified in R, i.e. p＼m if p^2 and m=l

(mod 4) if p=2. Then

expiDiRC^YniP6-1 and D(RCpeyp'> = D(RCp)e.

Proof. This is a special case of (1.4)and (1.5).
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We write p*=(-l)p~1/zp.

Proposition 2.2. Let p＼m, and m*?p* if p^-2, and let m^l (mod 4) ana

m*F ―l, ±2 if p=2. Then

i) The exponent of D{RCpeyp> divides

f 2e+I if p=2, m=2 (mod 4) and e>l, or

[pe otherwise.

ii) For the case pi=2 and m=np*t

D(RCpeYp'^D(R'Cp)e where R' = Zlwnl.

lii) For the case p~2 and m― ―n where, n = l (mod4),

D(RCieYa"> = D(R'C2)e-1 where R' = ZZwrJ.

Iv) For the case p=2 and m=2n or ―2n where n = l (mod 4),

o

{ D(R'C2y-z

if 0=1, 2

where R''=Z[_w,].

Proof. If p^2 and m=np*, then we see that Oi―Z[_wn, Cp≪],Pi=(l―Cp*)

and />Cig/?CCpi], 1^'^e. Hence we get that exp(Z)(7?Cpe)tw)|]0eand D(RCpeYp'>

~D{R'Cpey^~D{R'Cp)e, where i?'= Z[>n].

If j&=2, m――n and n = l (mod 4),then we see that OX~R and G>*=.Z[M>n, C2<3

for f^2. Then, it is easy to see that exp(D(i?C2e)(2))|2eand D(RC2)=0. For

e^2, we have

D{RC%eY^@D(R'C^D{R'C^＼

where Rr=Z＼jw^＼, and so, by (2.1),

D{RCzeYv^D(R'Cz)e-x.

If />=2, m=2n or ―2n and n = l (mod4), then Oi=R, Ot=Z＼_y/m, V―h

Vm+V^l^] and Oj―Z＼jwn, Qzi] for ^3. The assertion can be shown simi-

larly for this case.

Proposition 2.3. Let m=p* if pi-2 and let m=―1, ±2 if p=2. Then

the exponent of D(RCpe) divides pe. Especially,it divides p6'1if p=3, 5 or p―2

and m= ―1.

Proof. Put Ot=Zl£pil, l^i^e. If p±2, then /?@c(0<c0i) is a maximal

i?-orderin kCpe containingRCpe, and so we have
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D(RCpe) s

nu(ot.Peot.p)

ILUiOiQoMRCe)

n{(l+7ri0ilP)X(l + ^0i *)}

{-JlUKOjXUKoMuiRjC,.)

163

where 7Zi=Cpi―1 is a prime element of 0Up and U1(Oi)=^U(Oi)r＼(l+7viOijp).

Hence D(RCp6) is a /(-group. It is easy to see that u(RpCpe) contains

JJ {(l + 7tti0i,p)X(l + 7LtiOi,p)}, where tt=^i and ft= l+(/> ―l/2)+(/> ―l)(e-0.

The assertion follows from the facts that i/1(Oi)3Cpi=l+^ for each pi and

U(Oi)^3+(Cpi+Cpi'1-2) unless />=3 and that (1 +*,*<?<.p)pi"^mgl + ;rcp-1)m+*Ci>p

for every 1^^^/j ―1, m^l and f^l. The assertion for />=2 can be similarly

shown.

6.

Let R be the ring of integers of k=Q(<y/m). In the case m>0, we denote

a fundamental unit of R by em. eracan be written as a+bVrn, a, b^Z or

(a+bVm)/2, a, b^Z, 2Xab.

Here we investigateD(RCP) more precisely.

There is an exact sequence

0 ―> D(RCo) ―> C(RC) ―^ C(R)^C{R) ―> 0

and T{RCZ)=D{RC2). Further we have easily

PT?npn≪UTTni＼r3 1

D(RC2) m<0 m>0

Z/3Z m = 5 (mod 8) and
m<-3

m=5 (mod 8) and £m^Z[_Vml

Z/2Z ra=2 or 3 (mod 4)
and m<―l

m=2 or 3 (mod 4) and 2＼b

0

m=l (mod
8),

m―― 1 or ―3
m^l (mod 8),m=5 (mod 8) and
em≪£Z[Vm] or m = 2 or 3 (mod 4)
and 2Xb

From now on, p Is assumed to be an odd prime. From the pullback diagram
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*~R

Rtdl=RCJ(2p)

we have exact sequences

*-R/pR=FPWml, where Ci,=<≪r>,

U(RldJ) -^ U(FPWml) ―* T(RCP) ―^ 0

0 ―> T(RCP) ―> D(i?Cp) ―-* D(Rld^) ―-> 0.

Here 0 is the restriction of the canonical surjection <p: Z?[5]―>i?[5]/(<r ―1)

g($(x)) = the class of the ideal (x, 2"p) and

where

FrRF, if (f-)=l

^ ≪ (f )=-J

is the quadratic residue symbol.

Let ptm and let r be an element of R＼_o~}―R[C>p＼such that

i) if (~)"1> then <J)(r)= {a, 1)elU(Fp)($U(Fp), where a is a generator of

U(FP),

ii) if ( ―)= ―1, then d>(r) is a generator of U(F 2).
＼p / p

Noticing that ^(f/(^KP]))=^(i7'P), we have

Lemma 3.2. In the case p＼m, D(RCP) (=T(RCP)) is a cyclic group gener-

ated by the class of (r, Ep), where r is given as above. Its order divides p ―l

{resp. p + 1) if (j) = l (resp. (y)=-l).

For an imaginary abelian fieldK, let Ko be the maximal real subfield of K.

Denote by U (resp. Uo) the group of units in the ring of integers of K (resp.

Ko) and denote by W the group of roots of unity contained in K. Then the

unit index QK of K is defined by the index [U: WU0~}- It is known that QK = l

or 2. (cf.[3, §20-26])

Assume that p ＼m andra<0. Let K=Q(QP, ■sjm)and K1=Q(C,P+C,p~1). Let

Ga＼(K/Q) = <a,T＼ap-1=zz=l, ox=zay, GanK/KQ) = <op-1'h> and Gal(K//Q =

<<7P~1/2,z->. The characters of K are given as follows:

i) the characters of K/Ko:
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cm (,},_!

i

ia ^―^ C p -1/2

T< > ―1 ,

ii) the characters of Ko;

l^iSp-l and 2Xi.

1^/^

165

P.-J:

2

l^i^p-l and 2](i.

{o-i―> C,JP-1/Z

Then we see that K/Ko is unramified at p. Since we can compute the absolute

discriminants of Kx and Ko, we see that the discriminant dK ,K =(7r2m*), where

{m if ra= l (mod 4)
Thus, (p) is totally ramified in

Am otherwise

Ko/Q, and so there is a unique prime ideal 5* over (p) in /£"<,･It is easy to see

that 3>=(tc＼TcJrn).

Proposition 3.3, Assume that p | m and m<0. Let K=Q(£P, sjm) and let

O he the ring of integers of K. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

i) Qk=2.

ii) £Pis a principal ideal in Ko.

iii) There exists a unit of O of the form (■rcxJr-%/my)/2, where x, y^

Proof. It Is easy to see that i) is equivalent to

i') K=K0(s/e) for some unit e of the ring O0 of integers of Ko.

On the other hand, we have

K=K0{U=Ko(V(C^Z7lJ2) and

((Cp-C^1)2)^2 as ideals In o0.

Thus we get the equivalence between I) and il). Let Kx―QiCp+Cp"1) and Ox be

the ring of integers of Kx. Then K^K^n^/m*), and so Ox has an integral

basis with respected to Oo, since dK^K^i^m*) ([6]). As the discriminant of

n^/m with respected to K0/Kx is equals to 47r2m, we see that [<%: O^Tz-s/m^^-l

or 2. Thus every element of O0 can be written uniquely with the form
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(x + 7Us/my)/2, x, y^Ox. Assume the condition ii). Let a=(x'JrK-%/my)/2, xe,

y^Ou be a generator of S. Since SO~tcO, it must divide x', and so we have

k2＼x'. Thus a can be writtn as (Kzx~＼-n^/my)/2.Then itis clear that{KX + ^/my)/2

is a unit of O, hence we have iii). Conversely, if there exists such a unit s in

O, then its is an element of Ko and generates 5*. This completes the proof.

Theorem 3.4. Assume that p＼m and m<0. Let K~Q(£P! s/m). Then

i) The case where m=£―1, ―3:

― 1

= 1

and Qk ―1

and QK=2

= -―1and QK
1

―1 and QK=2

ii) The case where m~ ―l

d{RCp)=

p-l
if p = l (mod 4)

if p =3 (mod 4).

if p = l (mod 3)

if p= -1 (mod 3).

if

if

(f)=1

(f) 1

4

iii) The case where m=― 3

p-1

6

p+l

6

Proof. There is an exact sequence

U(0) ―> U(FPWm＼) ―* D(RCP) ―^ 0.

Since (/>)is totallyramified in Ko/Q, we see that $(U(O0))£U(Fp). On the other

hand, we have ^(t/(C1))=t7(#Tp). Let m=£―1, -3. If QK = 1, then C7(O)=

<£pyU(O0). Thus we have

d(RCp)
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If QK=2, then £/(0)= <CP, e^(xx+my)/2>U(O0), for some ee£7(C) by (3.3). 0(e)

$U(FV) and £2e<C≫>f/(<?o),hence we see that

d(RCp)=

d(RCp) =

d(RCp) =

if

if

― I

1

if 6 = 1 (mod 4)

if p=3 (mod 4).

if p==l (mod 3)

if p = -l (mod 3).

Let M=

Then the

p-1

2

2

Let m=-l. Then A-=Q(CP,W and i/(0)= <CP,V-l",e = l―v/-"ICP>t/(Oo). <p(e)

is of order 4 In U(Fv[_s/^-Y])/U(Fv). Thus we see that

Pr1
4

P±l

4

Let m=-3. Then K=Q(CP, Cs) and W)=<C*, C≫,6= l-CaC*>Wo). Ms) is of

order 6 in U(FPW~3l)/U(Fp). Since(―^) = (-|), we see that

til
6

p+1

6

Remark 3.5. 1) Assume that p=3 (mod 4) and m=£―1, ―3.

Q(V~P> s/m) and let s>Q be a fundamental unitof M0=Q{<＼/z-mp).

followingconditionsare equivalent.

i) QK=2 ii) Qm=2 iii) V^eM.

2) Assume that p = l (mod4) and m――q, where q is a prime and #=3

(mod 4). Then 0^=2.

Proof. 1) The equivalence between ii)and 111)Is clear. By [3, Satz 29],

il)implies i). Let p be the unique prime ideal over (p) in Mo. Then it is easy

to see that ii)is equivalent to the condition that p is principal. If QK=2, then

we can take a generator a of St. Since NKo/Mo(2?)=P, we see that NKo,M()(a)

generates p. This establishes 1). 2) We may assume that q^3. Let b be a

primitive root modulo q, and let e= IT (I―Cb2XP)- Then e^U(O) and c£(e)=
t=0o-S/2

0( II (1-& ))=$(±V-q)&U(Fp). Hence £<$<^p>U(O0)t and so Q*=2.

The next result is a special case of [3, Satz 22]. We give a direct proof

based on the idea of T. Miyata (T7, (2.6)1).
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Lemma 3.6. Suppose that rn>0 and wm^Z[C,p}- Then U(Z[_ium, Cp])―

<CP>U(Ztwm, Cp+Cp-1])-

Proof. Let r be the complex conjugation. For every u^U{Z[wm,^P~＼),

(uT/u)(uT/u)T―＼. So we see that uT/u is a root of unity in U(Z[_wm, £p]). Since

uT/u is mapped to 1 by the map (p: U{Z[wm,^p~＼)->U(Fp[wm~]), ur/u―C,pi for

some i. Then there is an integer j such that (C,pju)T=C,pju. Hence we see that

Let p＼m, m>0, A^o(v/i)/e(£m)= -1 and p = i (mod4). Then a system of

fundamental units of Z[wp, wm~]is given as one of the followingthree types

([5, Satz 11]):

(a) ep>em and spm,

(b) ep,em and Vepm" (in this case,iNWp-m^Q^J^l), or

(c) £p,Bm and V^.e"mepm (in thiscase,NQ(jpnVQ(ePm)= ―1).

Theorem 3.7. Suppose that p＼m and m>0. Then

i) // /Wm-)/e(£m) = l, then D(RCp) *0.

ii) // />=3 (mod4) and NQW^,Q(£m)^-l, then D(RCP)CZ>=Q.

iii) // p = l (mod 4) and NQW^,Q{em) = -l, then D(RCP) ±Q

when the type of fundamental units of Z[_wp, wn~＼is (a) or (b), and D(RCP)C2)

=0 when the type of fundamental units of Z[wv, wm~]is (c) and 6 = 5 (mod 8).

Proof. Let <p: U(Z[wm, Cp+Cp"1])-^t/(i?p[＼/w]) be the restrictionof ＼ to

U(Z[wm, Cp+Cp"1])- Then, by force of (3.5), D(RCP)=Coker <p. There is a

commutative diagram with surjective vertical maps

U(Zlwm, C.+C;1])
^

*U{FXy/m})

UiZlWrJ)

N4
Nt ^U(FpWml)p~m

U(Z)mmN2 ―'-―^U{FvY-l'＼

where A^AWm.Cp+Cp-D/Qu/m), N2=NQU/myQ, N[(x) = xv~ll＼ N'2=NFpW-EyFp and

cp' and ip" are the restrictions of <p to ImA^ and Im A^2 respectively. If Nz(£m)

= 1, then Im iV2°/Vri={1}, and so 2||Coker≫|. For the case where i＼r2(sm)= ―1,

p=3 (mod 4) and (^)-l, p'-MCeJ^a, -1) or (-1,1) in U(FPlVmD = U(Fp)

XU(FP). Since ＼U(FPWm]) ＼=4, this shows that (Coker ≪)(2)=r-0. For the

case where N2(em)= -l, />=3 (mod4) and ( )=-l, U(FPWmJ) = <<p(em)>
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because ££+1=―1 (mod p), and thereforewe see that(Coker ^^―O.

To prove iii),we form the followingcommutative diagram with surjective

verticalmaps:

U(ZLwm, C+C;1]) ^ ^U(FPWml)

*1

nA
*･U(FPW?nir~m

＼

U(Z)mmN3 £ *- UiFj,)*-1**,

where Nt, i=l, 2 and 3, are the norm maps and the other maps are natural.

For the case of type (a),Im JV2£<―1, e|m>, and for the case of type (6),ImiV2

£<―1, £pm> and N8(epm)=l. Hence, for either case, Im y/°iV3°J/V2°iV1={l}Jand

so 2||Coker<o|. If/>=5 (mod8), U(FPls/mJ) =(U(FpWml)p-114) - Now con-

sider the case of type (c). If = 1, U(FPWm~]Y~lli = Z/AZRZ/4:Z. Since

=1, (p(V^Pe^ePMP"lli) is of type (±1, c) or (c, ±1) in U(FP)XU(FP), where c

Is of order 4 In (/(FA Hence (Coker ^)(2)=0, because Im p2 {(a, a)|aeU(Fp)}.

If
1

U(FJs/~nT＼)v-lli = Z/A{p + l)Z. We see that the order of

{■s/£pS,mepmv+112)is 8, because £^+1= ―1 (mod p). This shows that (Coker (p)

=0, and thus the proof is completed.

Remark 3.8. For the case where the type of fundamental units of Z{_wp, wm~]

is (c) and ft= l (mod 8), we do not know whether D{RCp)(2:>=0 or not.

Proposition 3.9. Suppose that p＼m and write m―np*. Then

I) D(RCP)^T(RCPWD(RCJ(SP)).

･･n
Tt≫n^

＼ZIPZ if m<-Z or m>0 and p＼b

i 0 otherwise.

iii) D{RCv/{S,p)Yp:> is an elementary p-group of rank^(p―3)/2. Especially,

if n ―l, then D(RCP/(SP)) is an elementary p-group of rank^max(O, (p―7)/2).

Proof, li)There is a commutative diagram
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U(Rral)~^U(FPWml)^Z/p(p~l)Z-^T(RCp)―^O

UWJMmW-^Z/pZ,

where //(/(*))=11/(5*) for every f(d)e=U(Rld]), N'{x)~xv~lfor every xe

U(Fv[_<s/m~＼)and ft is the restriction of </>to Im N. Then Coker <p=Z/pZ or 0,

and Coker<p = ZjpZ if and only if Coker ft = Z/pZ. If m>0, then ft°N(em) =

0/(ep-1)=T if and only if />|6. If m<-3, then £/(/?)= {±1}, and hence Coker 0'

= Z/pZ. For m=― 3, we can compute directly that </>is surjective.

i) The conclusion follows from ii) and (2.2 i).

iii) Let ni=-＼. Then we can write as

d(rc ay ^fp>^- ＼_£P^jp

U^&Kl + pSp)

where S=Z[_wnp*, CP1, S―Z[wn, CP1, P is the unique prime ideal over p in 5

and 5 = p5. Then the conclusion follows from (2.2 i) and the fact that

l+pSp
= />p~3/2.Next assume that n = l. By force of (2.3),we may assume

that p^7. Then

D{RCJ (%≫))=
a+Tzo )X(l + jrCg

{U＼0)XUX0)}{U{RvCp/{Ip))r＼{{l + KQp)X(l+7rQp))}

where 7r=CP-l and O=Z[^P~[. The map U{RpCp/{Ip))r＼{iX+nOp)x{l+itOp))

c*(lJr7r0p)X(l+iz0p)―> (1+xOp) is surjective where <p(x,y)―x. Since U＼0)

contains 1+7T and l+7r2 ―nXp'1, each element of D(RCP/{2P)) has a representa-

tive of the form (1, l-sr7tsx)&(l+ KOp)X(l-{-7:Op)> x<^Op. The conclusion follows

from this,because u(RpCp/(Ip))^ {1} X(l + 7rp~1!ZOp).

Remark 3.10. If p=5 and n>l, then D(RC5/(I5)Y5^Z/5Z. In fact, since

U(S)=<Zt>U(ZZwn, u/6]),it is easy to see that i/1(S)=yi(5)gl+p5p. On the

other hand, there are examples of n for which Z}(i?C5/(2I5))(5)=:0,e.g. n ――l,

_Q. ―7 or ―11

In this section, we shall determine completely the structure of D(RCS)

Lemma 4.1. Let m>0 and 3Ira. Put sm = (aJrbVm)/2. Then
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i) 3 X a or 3 X b.

ii) If m=l (mod3), then 3＼ab.

Ill) Nk/Q(£m) ―l if and only if m=l (mod 3) and 3 ＼a or ra= ―I (mod 3)

anrf 3|a&.

Proof. The results follow from the facts that NkiQ{em) = a2―bz (mod 3) if

m=sl (mod3) and that Nk/Q(£m)=a2+b2 (mod 3) if m=-l (mod 3).

We can refine (3.4) and (3.7) as follows.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose that 3 K m. Then (V~m, 23) iresp.(―l+Vm, Ss)) is

a Representative of a generator of D(RC3) if (m/p) = l (resp. (m/p)= ―l), and

DCRCs) m<0 ra>0

0 ra=l (mod 3) avd (A), or
m― ―1

NklQ{em)= ―l

Z/2Z m = l (mod 3) and not (A),
or m=―l (mod 3),rn^―l
and (A)

m=l (mod 3) and 3＼b,
or ra= ―1(mod 3),31a

Z/AZ m=―-1 (mod 3) and not(A) ra= ―l (mod 3) and 316

where, for m<0, (A) means the property that V―£-am^U(Zlwm, Cs])

Proof. For the case m < 0, the result follows from (3.4),since the condition

(A) is equivalent to the condition QK―^, where K=Q(Cs, ^/m). For the case

w>0, we see that D(RCs)=U(F3Wm])/<p(U(Z£ivm])) by (3.6),and so D(RC3) is

a 2-qroup. Therefore the result follows from (3.7 ii) and (4.1).

For the case m―― 3n, we have, by (3.9) and (2.2),

D(RC,) = T(RCt)RD(RCJ(2*)) and

fO if n = l

D(RCt/(It))^＼
iD(R'Cs) if n=£l,where i?'=Z[>m]

Hence we have

Theorem 4.3. Suppose that 3|ra and wrie m―~Zn. Then
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D(RC3) n<0 n>0

0 w = l (mod 3),(A) and 3 X d,
or n =―l

n = l

ZI2Z n = l (mod 3), not (A) and
3 ＼d, or n = ―1 (mod 3),
n*-l, (A) and 3!d

Z/3Z n = l (mod 3),(A) and 31 d M=£l and Me≫) = ―1

Z/4Z ns-1 (mod 3),not (A) and
3＼d

Z/2ZRZ/3Z n = l (mod 3), not (A) and

3|d, or n = -l (mod 3),
n^=―1, not (A) and 3＼d

n^l (mod 3), ni^l and

Z＼b, or n = ―1 (mod 3),

and 31 a

Z/3Z(&Z/4Z n = ―1 (mod 3), not (A) and
3＼d

n = -l (mod 3), 316

where en―(a+b^/'n)/2if n>l, em={c+d^m)/2 if m>0, (A) means the property

that V'-^eUiZlWn, ^1) if m>0, and N=NQ(^iq-

Next we want to know representatives of generators of D{RCS) in the case

of 3|m. Since T(RCS) is generated by the class of (1 + Vm, ^3), we have only

to consider D{RCS/{SZ)). Write m=―3n assume that n^±l. Let R = Z[_w-sn1,

S=RLG1 and S―Z＼_wn, C3]- Then we see that S is the integral closure of S.

Put /3= (V=3, V=3n) (resp. (V^, l+(l + V-3n)/2)) if n^l (mod 4)(resp. n = l

(mod 4)). Then we see that p is a unique prime ideal of S which contains p2―

(v/^3)p and pS=(a/―1). First we note

Lemma 4.4. An invertible ideal C of S such that CS is principal in S is

isomorphic to some p-primary invertible ideal of S not contained in pz.

PROOF. Let C be an invertible ideal of 5 such that C'~C~X. Since p is a

unique non-invertible prime ideal of S, we have S[l/3]=S[l/3]. Hence, there

is e'eC" such that £'S[l/3]= (c')in 5[l/3], and so there is a p-primary inver-

tible ideal g of S such that (c')= C'g in S. Since p2=:(V-:-3)pJ g is isomorphic

to a ^-primary invertible not contained in p2. Since C^C'~1^g, this completes

the nroof.

Put a = (3, V=3n) (resp. (3, l+(l+V-~3n)/2)) if n=£l(mod 4) (resp. n = l

(mod4VL Then fl^=^/3Qi and fl*=r3).
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Lemma 4.5. The following statements are equivalent:

i) a is non-principal in S.

ii) In the case where n<0, U{Z[_wn, 'Cs])=<~ 1, C,z,£-3≫>,and in the case

where n>0. £ =̂ (a+hWn)/2. 3 Ifa. 316.

Proof. Let n^l (mod 4). If a is principal, then we can write as a =

{^x+y^/'―Zn) for some x, yeZ[Cs]. Further we see that V―3)(y and (x, y)

= (1). Since 3ea,

(v/+2V-3n)(3je+;y V^3n)=3 for some t/, * =#[£,] .

Hence we have that 3xz+yv'=Q, and so t/=3v for some yeZ[G]. Then the

equality xz+yz~0 implies that v = ux and z― ―uy for some ueZ[Cs]- Thus

m(3x―3/Vi:^)(3*+;yV:=3n)==3, and so MUV^+j'Vn'KjeV11^―yVn~) =
"1

in S. Hence there is a unit of type x^/^Z+yVji (x, je^KJ) in 5. Con-

versely,if there is a unit in 5 of the above type, we see that a = (3;c+3>V―3n).

If n<0, then there is a unit of the above type when and only when the unit

index of Q(C8, wn) is 2, i.e. £/(S)=<-l, Cs, V~£^>. If n>0? then [7(S)= <-1,

C3j eB> by (3.6),en=a+6Vw", and there is a unit in S of the above when and

only when 31 a and 3 ＼b. We can similarly prove the assertion for the case

Lemma 4.6. Assume that w = ―1 (mod 3). Put g=(3, V―3n + V―3) (^s/>.

(3, V^+CS+V-Sw))) */ n^l (mod 4) (resj&.k = 1 (mod 4)). T/ieng zs a p-

primary invertibleideal in S such that g*―(V―3)a and g£p2- Further, g is

principalin S if and onlyif n>0 and 3j(ab, where en―(a+bJn)!2.

Proof. Let n-£＼(mod 4). The firststatement is obvious, so we have only

to show the second one. If q is principal in 5, then q=(3(x+y*/―3n)+

(z+vVz=Zn)W:z3+ V―ln)) for some x,y,z,vGZ[£s], and so q^isV^+tV―Sn),

where s= ―-y/^3x-{-z-{--y/^Snv and t=3y+z-＼-^/"―3'v. Since q^p2, we have

V^SXz, and hence V^Jsf and (s, f)=(l). Since 3g?, 3=≪(sV:=3+fV:=3n)

(sV11^―t-%/^3n) for some iisZ[C3]. Hence u(s+ts/n)x{s―t-s/n)= ―l in S

and so

(*) s+tVn^U(ZWn , C≫]) where s^e^Ks] and V-l/T^.

If n<0, then f/(ZCVn", Cs]):=<―1, Cs,£-3?1>or <―1, C3, V^-sn), where V―el^n

―xV―B+j-v/w" for some x, j^^O. Therefore (*) is impossible, and hence q is

non-principal. If n>0, then C/(Z[＼/n",Cs])=<―1, Cs, e≫> where £n= a+6V^-

This shows that (*) is possibleif and only if 3 X ah. We can similarly prove

the assertion for the case where m = 1 (mod 4).
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Combining (4.3),(4.5) and (4.6),we have

Theorem 4.7. Suppose that 31m and m^+3. Let

r(3,Vm)

≪=((3,1+i±^)

f(3,V^+s/m)

if m^l (mod 4)

if m = l (mod 4),

)

if m^l (mod 4)

if m = l (mod 4).

Then D{RCs/(2s)) is generated by the class of a {resp. q) if m/3= ―1 (mod 3)

(resp. m/3=l (mod 3)).

Remark 4.8. We can also determine the structure of D(RC5) for the case

that k Is a real quadratic field. Let R = Z[_wm~],S―Z[_wm, u/6],where 5)(m>0,

and em~(a+hVm/2). Then a system of fundamental units of S is given as one

of the following:

(a) £s,£m≫Esmi

(b) e5,em, Vs7m (in this case N(e6m) = l and
(^-) = D,

(c) £5,em, V£5£m£5m(in this case N(em)=N(esm) = -l, or N(em)=l,
(-5-)

-1 and 5Xb), or

(d) e5, em, V£"m^m (in this case N{en)=N(esn)=l,
(y) = -l and 5)(b),

where, for a sequare-freepositiveinteger d, N(sd)=NQc^auQ^d)

We have a following table:

D(RC5) (f-H (tH
0 Mem) = -1 and (c) N(en)=-l, (c) and bKb

ZI2Z (a) and 51 h, or {b) (a) and 5Xb, or N(em)=l and
(c) or (d)

Z/3Z MeTO)=-l, (c) and 5＼b

ZIAZ (a) and 5＼b

Z/6Z (a) and 5＼b

where (a) means that the type of fundamental unitsof S is (a)

Further,let R'=ZVwsml and eBm=(c+dV5rn)/2. Then
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D(R'C6)=*D(RCB)RZ/5ZRT(R'C6)

f°

{ Z/5Z

if 5Xd

if 5＼d.
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